
Robert Smith
Dual Rate Supervisor

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Objective is to provide the necessary professional approach to handle any obstacle set forth 
during  tenure with  company. On the same note, would like to grow within position on a daily 
basis by garnering new skill sets and extracting important lessons for ultimate efficiency.

SKILLS

Microsoft Word And Excel, Sap, Copier And Fax Machines, Customer Service, Supervisory, Cash 
Handling.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Dual Rate Supervisor
ABC Corporation  October 2010 – November 2012 
 Exercised appropriate discretion and identifying situations that require management 

attention.
 Responsible to deal any game assigned in an accurate and proficient manner, while providing 

excellent customer service and an entertainment experience to guests.
 Oversaw table games and employees to ensure the safety, integrity, security of the games 

were upheld.
 Ensured the company and regulatory procedures were upheld.
 Supervised, coach/teach, and support dealers.
 Maintained superior customer service.
 In charged of money drawer.

Dual Rate Supervisor
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2010 
 I am in charge of overseeing table games, watching for game protection, correct payouts, and

making sure each guests is being given the highest guest .
 I get involved in every part of my job, I enjoy helping other employees reach their full 

potential and also being able to learn new things everyday.
 Have been nominated for employee of the month, been chairman of the toke committee, and 

a part of our Ameristar Cares program that gives back to our .
 Skills Used My skills include leadership, comprehensive understanding of table games, and 

guest service.
 Possess understanding of procedures for major house games and rules.
 Deal 15 variations poker games and ensure accuracy in all collection of revenue of the house.
 Customer Service As a Supervisor assist employees on a daily basis.

EDUCATION

CMT in massage therapy - 2002(La James College of Hairstyling and Cosmetology - Mason City, 
IA)
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